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Nothing has ever 
drastically changed the 
world the way technology 
has today.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY



Beyond our habits, 
businesses, and passions, 
a new vision of the world 
is putting technology at 
the center of a new 
human evolution.
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Technology is giving 
people greater 
opportunities than 
anyone ever thought 
possible.
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OPPORTUNITY is all about 
being at the RIGHT PLACES 

at the RIGHT TIME. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Bill Gates, Microsoft CEO 
was ready when the computer 
industry demanded an affordable 
operating system.

Steve Jobs, Apple CEO 
was ready when the mobile industry 
asked for a new, easy-to-use 
interface.

Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CEO 
was ready when Internet users 
needed a social hub to 
exchange feelings and memories.

YOU, in this moment.

?



A real OPPORTUNITY  
FOR YOU.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Just in time for a new era of Technology where 
communication, miniaturization, human interaction, and 

biotechnology are becoming increasingly important 
for our daily life and health.



Welcome to 

Developing innovative technologies to connect 
people, create opportunities, and improve overall 

quality of life.

we connect people.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

A pioneer company in the field of research and development 
for new and innovative technologies. 

 
The next great tech revolution is here! 

Tracking the status of our health to enhance quality of life for everyone.

we connect people.



UNSTOPPABLE GROWTH.

700,000 
people

WOR(l)D is ranked as the world’s fastest 
growing technology company in the direct 
selling industry. 

The company is growing every year, with a 
community of over 700,000 people in more 
than 100 countries, making over $150 million 
in sales last year alone.
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FABIO GALDI
CEO & PRESIDENT

A GREAT STORY, A BRIGHT FUTURE.

Established in 2011, WOR(l)D is rooted in 
the ideas of its founder, who had twenty years 
of technology and communication experience 
at that time.

1994 
Founded the second largest 

internet service provider in Italy, 
and the fifth largest in Europe.

1997 
Started his first computer 

factory in Singapore.

2002 
Introduced one of the first 

Touch Screen LCD PCs in the 
market.

2005 
Developed one of the first 

VoIP solutions for residential 
use.
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In only 4 years, WOR(l)D has achieved many 
successes in the Information Technology 
industry, winning awards for its technological 
innovation, and becoming a member of 
major, recognized institutions.

• Member of Wireless Broadband Alliance 
• Member of WiFi Alliance 
• Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
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IRELAND 
Dublin 

RUSSIA 
Moscow 

CHINA 
Shenzhen 

SINGAPORE INDIA 
Bangalore / Chennai 

BRAZIL 
Campinas

DUBAI 
Dubai

TURKEYTUNISIA 
Tunisi

HEADQUARTERUSA 
Miami

These ideas and 
achievements have 
been fostered by a 
team of multi-national 
professionals with 
proven experience, a 
quality work ethic, and 
a clear enthusiasm that 
spans across 
10 offices worldwide.
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BRAZIL 
Campinas

DUBAI 
Dubai

TURKEYTUNISIA 
Tunisi
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THAILAND KOREA VIETNAM COLOMBIA PARAGUAY

These ideas and 
achievements have 
been fostered by a 
team of multi-national 
professionals with 
proven experience, a 
quality work ethic, and 
a clear enthusiasm that 
spans across 
10 offices worldwide.



TOP  

10
TOP 10 CEO for two 
years in a row. 
www.businessforhome.org

TOP  
150

TOP 150 World Wide 
Earners 
with 9 Top Leaders 

TOP  
100

TOP 100 MOMENTUM 
Rank 6 

TOP  
10

TOP 10 VISITED MLM 
WEBSITE 
Rank 4 

HOW IS WOR(l)D GROWING 
SO QUICKLY, WITH SUCH 
UNRELENTING SUCCESS?
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www.businessforhome.org

Rank 77

Rank 90

http://www.businessforhome.org
http://www.businessforhome.org
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Full SEC Reporting company
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USA PUBLIC LISTED COMPANY

WRMT



THE RIGHT MARKETS, THE RIGHT 
PRODUCTS, AND THE PERFECT 
OPPORTUNITY.

Wearable technology will be the next 
“Big Thing”, —analysts predict a market worth 
over $35 Billion by 2020. 
 
A new market, called “M-Health” (Mobile 
Health) will enter the world’s #1 industries 
over the next three years.
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES.
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THE TIME HAS COME FOR A NEW 
WAY OF THINKING
You can be a part of a new upcoming 
health revolution, putting yourself in a 
market with a product that billions of 
people need to have in the next few 
years.
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M-Health will be the #1 market 
in the next years… 

And WOR(l)D is  
right there.
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WE ARE CATEGORY CREATOR.
No one before WOR(l)D has imagined, developed, 

engineered and produced a product like this.
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A GAME CHANGER IN HEALTHCARE.

health and lifestyle oracle

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Become conscious of your health status. 

Helo gives you a full empowerment, helping you 
improve your quality of life and reach peace of mind. 

Help the world to move forward.



YOUR HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE 
ORACLE.

Real-Time health monitoring and 
disease predictiondirectly on your 
wrist. 

Helo is a wristband that can be 
worn 24/7. 

It monitors your vitals in real time 
and provides you with data that 
can be used to inform your health 
and lifestyle choices, leading to 
better health and physical 
condition.
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THE MOST ADVANCED WEARABLE.

Unlike ordinary wristbands, Helo 
is not limited to monitoring 
and reporting physical data. 
Helo has active sensors, 
minerals and stones that directly 
influence the human body— 
recording emotions, fatigue, 
sleep quality, exercise, blood 
pressure, heart rate and ECG.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

LEGAL DISCLAIM: Helo measurements are trend measurements and are for self evaluation purposes only. All measurements should be considered as ambulatory measurements. Accuracy may vary significantly and measurements are not designed or intended to substitute professional medical advice, clinical assessment or medical measurement. In 
case of concern, inconsistency or measurement abnormalities or if you develop skin irritation or any negative effects, stop use immediately and consult your medical professional. Mineral and magnetic therapy products are considered unproven remedies. Their efficacy is not recognised in traditional medicine and should not be used as a substitute for 
medically prescribed treatments. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Safety Information: Not to be worn by anyone wearing any medical electrical implant device.  Medical Warning: This product is NOT being sold as a Medical Device or to replace professionally prescribed Medical treatment. 
Consult your Doctor before use. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS OF ANY KIND.



BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

DON’T PANIC.
The continuous monitoring of Helo will be for you a 
discrete friend in your life. But also a useful 
companion if you are in trouble. 
With the Panic Button you can call automatically 
your loved ones to signal you have a problem, 
sending automatically also your GPS position.

GPS Position

Call

SMS



BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

MONITOR YOUR 
LOVED ONES 
REMOTELY.
With Helo you can keep 
track of your loved ones’ 
vitals and the state of their 
health. Should a value fall 
outside the healthy range, 
you will receive a warning.

Colored Bands will be sold 
separately.

LEGAL DISCLAIM: Helo measurements are trend measurements and are for self evaluation purposes only. All measurements should be considered as ambulatory measurements. Accuracy may vary significantly and measurements are not designed or intended to substitute professional medical advice, clinical assessment or medical measurement. In 
case of concern, inconsistency or measurement abnormalities or if you develop skin irritation or any negative effects, stop use immediately and consult your medical professional. Mineral and magnetic therapy products are considered unproven remedies. Their efficacy is not recognised in traditional medicine and should not be used as a substitute for 
medically prescribed treatments. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Safety Information: Not to be worn by anyone wearing any medical electrical implant device.  Medical Warning: This product is NOT being sold as a Medical Device or to replace professionally prescribed Medical treatment. 
Consult your Doctor before use. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS OF ANY KIND.



A GEM WITH A SECRET
Most people intend to change their habits and 
improve their health. 
Helo doesn’t forget anything about your health. 
Even when you’re at home resting and relaxing, 
Helo gives you alle the info about your body status.
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WHY DO I NEED 
TO USE HELO... 
AND SUGGEST 
THAT OTHERS 
USE IT TOO?
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BECAUSE LIFE 
IS A TREASURE.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY



IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH.

Our modern lifestyle exposes us to many positive ions 
generated by smartphones, computers, electronic 
devices, UV rays, and more. 

An excess of positive ions in the body causes muscle 
stiffening, slows your metabolism, accelerates aging, 
and makes us more susceptible to illness.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

LEGAL DISCLAIM: Helo measurements are trend measurements and are for self evaluation purposes only. All measurements should be considered as ambulatory measurements. Accuracy may vary significantly and measurements are not designed or intended to substitute professional medical advice, clinical assessment or medical measurement. In 
case of concern, inconsistency or measurement abnormalities or if you develop skin irritation or any negative effects, stop use immediately and consult your medical professional. Mineral and magnetic therapy products are considered unproven remedies. Their efficacy is not recognised in traditional medicine and should not be used as a substitute for 
medically prescribed treatments. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Safety Information: Not to be worn by anyone wearing any medical electrical implant device.  Medical Warning: This product is NOT being sold as a Medical Device or to replace professionally prescribed Medical treatment. 
Consult your Doctor before use. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS OF ANY KIND.



THE STONES.

The Ipo-Allergenic Silicon band contains Himalayan salt and 
Titanium plates made of 99.99% pure Germanium stones.

Germanium (Ge) is a naturally occurring 
semiconductor. Number 32 in the periodic 
table of the elements, it is also a natural 
antioxidant.

Himalayan salt predominantly consists of 
sodium chloride and contains the same 84 
natural minerals and elements found in the 
human body.
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LEGAL DISCLAIM: Helo measurements are trend measurements and are for self evaluation purposes only. All measurements should be considered as ambulatory measurements. Accuracy may vary significantly and measurements are not designed or intended to substitute professional medical advice, clinical assessment or medical measurement. In 
case of concern, inconsistency or measurement abnormalities or if you develop skin irritation or any negative effects, stop use immediately and consult your medical professional. Mineral and magnetic therapy products are considered unproven remedies. Their efficacy is not recognised in traditional medicine and should not be used as a substitute for 
medically prescribed treatments. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Safety Information: Not to be worn by anyone wearing any medical electrical implant device.  Medical Warning: This product is NOT being sold as a Medical Device or to replace professionally prescribed Medical treatment. 
Consult your Doctor before use. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS OF ANY KIND.



WELL-KNOWN EFFECTS
As shown by numerous research studies, these minerals 

have proven effects on the human body.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

WebMD is an American corporation known primarily as an online publisher of news and information pertaining 
to human health and well-being.



THE POSITIVE GAP
When a negative ion replaces a positive ion, it creates a "positive gap." This gap 

helps the body maintain its balance, relaxing muscles and reducing panic.

UNBALANCED BALANCED

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

LEGAL DISCLAIM: Helo measurements are trend measurements and are for self evaluation purposes only. All measurements should be considered as ambulatory measurements. Accuracy may vary significantly and measurements are not designed or intended to substitute professional medical advice, clinical assessment or medical measurement. In 
case of concern, inconsistency or measurement abnormalities or if you develop skin irritation or any negative effects, stop use immediately and consult your medical professional. Mineral and magnetic therapy products are considered unproven remedies. Their efficacy is not recognised in traditional medicine and should not be used as a substitute for 
medically prescribed treatments. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Safety Information: Not to be worn by anyone wearing any medical electrical implant device.  Medical Warning: This product is NOT being sold as a Medical Device or to replace professionally prescribed Medical treatment. 
Consult your Doctor before use. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS OF ANY KIND.



THE FIR EFFECT
The stones emit a high percentage of infrared microwave rays (or Far Infrared Rays). 
These waves activate your body’s water molecules, increasing the oxygen level and 

improving blood circulation by up to 300%, leading to a better quality of sleep.
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LEGAL DISCLAIM: Helo measurements are trend measurements and are for self evaluation purposes only. All measurements should be considered as ambulatory measurements. Accuracy may vary significantly and measurements are not designed or intended to substitute professional medical advice, clinical assessment or medical measurement. In 
case of concern, inconsistency or measurement abnormalities or if you develop skin irritation or any negative effects, stop use immediately and consult your medical professional. Mineral and magnetic therapy products are considered unproven remedies. Their efficacy is not recognised in traditional medicine and should not be used as a substitute for 
medically prescribed treatments. Contact your health-care provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Safety Information: Not to be worn by anyone wearing any medical electrical implant device.  Medical Warning: This product is NOT being sold as a Medical Device or to replace professionally prescribed Medical treatment. 
Consult your Doctor before use. DO NOT USE IF YOU ARE PREGNANT, WEAR A PACEMAKER, OR ANY OTHER FORM OF ELECTRICAL IMPLANT OR DEVICE FOR MEDICAL REASONS OF ANY KIND.



MONITOR THE PROGRESS.

Thanks to the app installed on your smartphone, you can 
monitor the progress of your health, experience better 
quality of sleep, relax more, enjoy a high percentage of 
blood oxygenation, and benefit from thousands of 
lifestyle tips, including tips about mood and behavior. 

Enjoy the incredible combination of the most modern 
technology along with the well-documented effects of 
Germanium and Himalayan Salt.
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UNIQUE MIX.
For the first time, enjoy a unique product that 

combines the most modern health and disease 
prediction with the well documented effect of 

stones and minerals.
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ONLY WOR(l)D CAN GIVE YOU SUCH 
BENEFITS!
WOR(l)D provides 
innovative devices for 
m-health that everyone 
wants to have — and 
builds a network that 
shares its profits with you!
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INVEST IN YOUR HEALTH. 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By using your Helo and suggesting it to 
the people you care for and love, you’ll 
build a network that will guarantee you 
passive income and a new lifestyle!
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Do you know anyone who wants to earn money 
using and promoting products and services that 

over 1.5 billion people will use everyday to 
improve their health and lives?
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YES
We are sure the answer is

… and we have a plan for you!
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Week by week, to be the best. 

To date, our plan has paid more than
$100,000,000 in commissions. 

Up to 50% of pay back

THE 4WAYS COMPENSATION PLAN

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

4WaysPayplan



4WAYS PAYPLAN

The following illustrations are for educational purposes only and they are not meant to serve as income guarantee. Success in this business requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills.  
The average participant normally earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some earn much more.

MAKE YOUR SALES1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

BUILD YOUR TEAM

SHARE COMPANY’S REVENUE

LIVE A NEW LIFESTYLE

4 main revenue streams

The greatest bonuses in the market

Infinite ways to succeed

THE 4 WAY SYSTEM.
WITH WOR(l)D, EVERY MEMBER CAN START EARNING TODAY.

41

INTERNATIONAL

4WaysPayplan
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The following illustrations are for educational purposes only and they are not meant to serve as income guarantee. Success in this business requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills.  
The average participant normally earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some earn much more.

* the bonus can change in relation to the official product list or in relation to promotions

Profiles

Master and 
Executive

Team 
Developer

Silver Gold Platinum Diamond Director Gold Director 
Platinum

Director 
Diamond

President 
Gold

President 
Platinum

President 
Diamond

President Millionaire

Academy 
Trainings

Professional 
Start Team Developer’s School Diamond School Mentor Leadership School

Top Millionaire 
Class

YOUR TIME TO BE A LEADER

As your organization grows, you’ll be supported by 
the Academy training program and rise through the 
ranks of our career plan by earning PINs and 
Certifications.
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MAKE YOUR SALES.

up to 

$300 

per sale

The following illustrations are for educational purposes only and they are not meant to serve as income guarantee. Success in this business requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills.  
The average participant normally earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some earn much more.

* the bonus can change in relation to the official product list or in relation to promotions

Selling WOR(l)D's products to customers is the first 
step toward starting your own business! 

Every time your customers buy a product from the 
Store, you will earn a 10%* sales bonus.
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SV SV SV SV

BUILD YOUR TEAMS.

LEFT TEAM RIGHT TEAM

The following illustrations are for educational purposes only and they are not meant to serve as income guarantee. Success in this business requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills.  
The average participant normally earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some earn much more.

* the bonus can change in relation to the official product list or in relation to promotions

from 

1% to 10% 

up to 10th 

generation

from 

10% to 20% 

TEAM VOLUME 

COMMISSIONS

You must organize your frontline into a “right” and a 
“left” team.  
These people, together with the downline, will be 
part of your right and left Dual Team.
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COMPANY REVENUE SHARE

%

The following illustrations are for educational purposes only and they are not meant to serve as income guarantee. Success in this business requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills.  
The average participant normally earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some earn much more.

* the bonus can change in relation to the official product list or in relation to promotions

Participate in your network’s revenue share 
to earn a residual bonus based on total company 
sales and mCell network usage.
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LIVE A NEW LIFESTYLE

The following illustrations are for educational purposes only and they are not meant to serve as income guarantee. Success in this business requires hard work, dedication and good sales skills.  
The average participant normally earns between $500 and $2,000 per year. Some earn less while some earn much more.

* the bonus can change in relation to the official product list or in relation to promotions

Attain the luxurious lifestyle of WOR(l)D! 
Go to world premieres and enjoy an extravagant 
lifestyle with unbelievable bonuses— 
while building and strengthening your connection 
to your network.



IT’S UP TO YOU. START NOW.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

There’s always space in the 
market to become the best 
of the best. You just need to 
be in the right place, at the 
right moment.

DON’T MISS THIS MOMENT!



IT’S YOUR TIME

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

You have a revolutionary 
opportunity in a huge market, 
backed by a solid company that 
provides exclusive, cutting-edge 
products and technology.



IT’S YOUR MOVE.

to continue living a life in which you struggle 
to earn by the hour in order to survive...

build your network.

Or you can

You can choose

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
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Helo Wristband

VAT and shipping costs not included.

WORLD STORE LINE

• 1 HELO 
- Each Helo in base configuration will host 2  
  Titanium plates with Germanium and 1  
   plate of Magnet. 

• 2 HIMALAYAN SALT PLATES for your HELO* 

$249 100SV $25FS

* Additional Himalayan salt plates are included in some countries.  
check your local store on www.worldgn.com

http://www.worldgn.com
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$349 150SV $35FS

VAT and shipping costs not included.

WORLD WEAR BUSINESS PACK

Helo PartnerPack
• 1 HELO 

- Each Helo in base configuration will  
   host 2 Titanium plates with Germanium  
   and 1 plate of Magnet. 

• 2 HIMALAYAN SALT PLATES  
• SPACE SYSTEM LITE 

- Space Meet: webinar with 50 seats.  
  Setting included.  
- Space Cloud: all the space you need in  
  the cloud. 256 GB for your pictures, files,  
  music. Setting included.  
- PostCard: Unlimited.  

- Personal domain and replicated  
  website: your personal business card on  
  the web.  

• 1 MONTH FIDELITY PLAN ALL IN included  
- Fidelity Membership Mobile  
- Fidelity Membership Wear 
- Whit HELO and SPACE PHONE FOREVER      
  PROGRAM INCLUDED  
- SAVE $ 20  

• STARTER KIT 
(Electronic and physical version)
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$1,149 500SV $150FS

VAT and shipping costs not included.

WORLD WEAR BUSINESS PACK

Helo ExecutivePack
• 4 HELO 

- Each Helo in base configuration will  
   host 2 Titanium plates with Germanium  
   and 1 plate of Magnet. 

• 8 HIMALAYAN SALT PLATES  
• SPACE SYSTEM ELITE 

- Space Meet: webinar with 1000 seats.  
  Setting included.  
- Space Cloud: all the space you need in  
  the cloud. 512 GB for your pictures, files,  
  music. Setting included.  
- PostCard: Unlimited.  

- Personal domain and replicated  
  website: your personal business card on  
  the web.  

• 1 MONTH FIDELITY PLAN ALL IN included  
- Fidelity Membership Mobile  
- Fidelity Membership Wear 
- Whit HELO and SPACE PHONE FOREVER  
 - SAVE $ 20  

• STARTER KIT 
(Electronic and physical version)



DON’T LIVE SOMEBODY 
ELSE’S DREAM. 

CHOOSE TO REALIZE 
YOUR DREAM, FOR 
YOU AND YOUR 
FAMILY.
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Treat yourself 
to the life 
you've always 
dreamed of.
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www.worldgn.com

your
network

http://www.worldgn.com

